From the definition, the following is evident n ,. A^Ça) is a nonnegative integer and Aik)Çïi) = 0 for a sufficiently large k.
Theorem 2.1. {A(k)Çft)} is a group invariant. That is to say, {A(k)Ça)} is independent of the choice of presentation and free basis 91 of G/G'. Thus it may be denoted by {A«\G)}.
Proof. First we should note that AmÇa) does not depend upon a particular choice of the Alexander polynomial.
0) The same symbols will be used for the natural extensions between integral group rings. (2) ab means "the absolute value of". Now, from the invariance of the elementary ideals of the Alexander matrix (Chapter VIII, (4.5) in [2] ), we need only show that {/f(,c)(5t)} is independent of the choice of basis of G/G'. Let 3$={sx, ■ ■ -, sn} be another basis of G/G'. Then á? is obtained from 91 by a finite sequence of the following four transformations.
(i) h-^t{\ti-^tt for/^2,
(ii) h -»• txh, t, -* t, for i ä 2, (iii) tx -> t2, h -* h, U -> t¡ for / ^ 3, (iv) tx~^t, + x for 1 á » á »-1, U-*h.
Therefore, it is enough to show that A^Çit) is unaltered under each transformation. From the definition, it follows immediately that /4(k)(9I) is unaltered under (iii) or (iv) . Suppose that 3d is obtained from 91 by (i) or (ii). Then it suffices to show the theorem for n = 2. Let 3S={t\tl, t2), e= ± 1, r? = 0 or 1. By a remark given at the beginning of this proof, we may assume without loss of generality that A¿g(tx, t2) = t\*(tiq,ta).
Since Am(âf)=\A<j,(l,l)\ = \Av(l,l)\=Am('H), we can assume inductively that Ail)(W) = Am(¡%) for lSk-l.
Let w(a, ß) he a sequence 1, 1,..., 1, 2, 2,..., 2 of length k, where there are a l's and ß 2's. Now by a substitution tx=s{s^ and t2=s2, à%(tx, t2) becomes the Alexander polynomial A#(sx, s2) associated to 31. Therefore, A{$a,em = ab {J73-, D(sl, sif A^sx, s2)jBy means of the chain rule and the usual rule for differentiating product, we obtain -^ d(s*x, 4)° -M*, s2) = -^ 2 (ß)D(tr\ ttr Mtx, t2)eave
where fi¡x¡(si, s2) is a certain polynomial on Sx and s2. Since D(t$, i2)° A<a(ii, t2) = 0 mod A{X + »X%), it follows from (2.5) that (2.6) A%,,tß) = ab j 2 A^& + ,,,-,>(«)j-mod g.c.d. {^»»(Sl),. ..,#-»(31)}.
This implies that AVe)(&) = A<x>(%).
Corollary. If G/G' is infinite cyclic, then Am(G)=l and Am(G)=0 for jfcfcl.
If G is the group of a link L, Aik)(G) will be denoted by Aik)(L).
[March Example.
The group of two links Ly and L2 are isomorphic, since they have the same presentation (a, b: a2b = ba2). However, the Alexander polynomials are distinct. In fact, ày(x, y) = xy+l and A2(x, y) = x3y+ 1. Then Am(Lx) = Am(L2) = 2, Aa)(Ly) = Aa)(L2) = l and Aik\Ly) = Aik)(L2) = 0 for k^2. Although Ly and L2 are of different isotopy types, their Milnor invariants are coincident: p.(l2) = 2, /x( 112) = ¿i(122)= 1 and p(ixi2 ■ ■ ■ in) = 0 for n^4.
Structure of F(q)/F(q+l).
Let £ be a free group with m free generators, xx,..., xm, m<co. Let Sr°(F) denote the set of generators of £, i.e. ¡f(F) = {xx,..., xm}. We define an order "<" in Sr°(F) in such a way that x¡<xy iff i<j. Now any element of Q(F; q) is a finite product of elements [ax,.. Lemma 3.4. [ay, a2, a3, a^, ..., aq][a3, ax, a2, a4, aq] [a2, a3, ax, at,...,aq]= 1 mod £".
Since Lemmas 3.1-3.4 can easily be verified by induction, proofs will be omitted.
(Cf. Lemmas A.l, A.3 and Corollary in [1] .)
Let / be an element of F. Let Sr = Sr(ay,..., am) be the set of all (proper) shuffle (3) where cd runs over all elements in Sr.
Proof. For m=l, the lemma follows from (3.9) in [3] . Thus we may assume inductively that (3.3) holds for m-1. In other words, where t runs over all elements in Sr.am(ay,..., am_l5 0). Since any element of Sr(ay,..., am) is obtained as a generalized shuffle of a certain element of £,-«", and am w's, it follows from Lemma 3.3 in [4] (3) For the definition, see [4, p. 82] . (4) (¡> denotes the natural homomorphism from ZF onto Z{F\F').
where cu and t, respectively, run over all elements in Sr and Sr-<rm-From Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we see Lemma 3.7 . If fie F(q+ 1), then for any w e Sr and x, e Sf(F), Z)r(w)0(ö//8Xy)* = 0, 0 á r < q. Remark. This lemma may be regarded as a generalization of (5.5) in [3] . Proof. Let g=\~ [ [x,, x¡, xf,. .., x%"]e-z, where z 6 F(q + 1). Since
Since D"-1^-■)°(8z/8xj)0 = O by Lemma 3.7 , we obtain from (3.5) that , .n, ' i-f W+1,.. .,C)°(Í)* = (-im Corollary (Chen) . For q^2, the rank of Q(F; q) is
In particular, if m = 2, then Q(F;q)^Z"'1(5).
4. Subgroup Hn(q). Let F be a free group and let Q be a nonempty subset of &(F). Definition 4.1. Hn(q) is the set of all elements w of F such that for any s, 0 = s<q, and for any axe Q. and ß e Sf(F), It is well known that Ha(l) = F' for any O. Further, from the definition, it follows that if q<r then Hn(q)=>Hn(r) and if Ü'=Q then Hn(q)=>Hn(q). (5) G' denotes the direct product of r copies of G. Lemma 4.1. Hn(q) is a normal subgroup of F, and Ha(q)^>F (q+l) for any LL Proof. It is obvious that Hn(q) is a subgroup of F. Let g e F and u e Ha(q). Since u e £', it follows that m*=1, and hence, [e(gug-1)/8ß]«> =g<tl(du/dß)<tl. Therefore, for any s<q, D(ay,..., a^)°[d(gug~1)/dß]'t' = 0. This is a proof of the first proposition. Moreover, since Hn(q) contains both H¡?(q) and £", and since Hy(q) contains £" + 1 by Lemma 3.5 , it follows that Hn(q)^>Fq + 1F" = F(q+l).
For the sake of convenience, we denote Hn(co) = C]T¿y Ha(r).
Corollary. Hn(oo)=>F" for any Í1. 
.., a^dg/dB)"" contains either 1 -z2 or zx-1 as a common factor. Hence its trivializer vanishes. Now we assume that there is defined a mapping t from ^(£) into £ such that
Let A'(^) be the subgroup generated by all normal elements in F(q). We shall extend t to a mapping from N(q) to £(^). Definition 4.2. Let g = [zx,..., z"] be a normal element of F(q). If all zt lie in O then T(g)=g. Otherwise let zt be the first element not in Í2. Then t(^) = [z1; ..., Zj_!, t(z¡), zi + 1,..., z"]. t is extended in the obvious way to a mapping from N(q) to F(q), which will be denoted by the same letter t. In particular, we define t(1)= 1.
From (4.2) and Lemma 3.1, it follows (4.3) For any g e N(q), g s T(g) mod£(ç+l).
Further, since gé=guS' for any g e N(q), we see that the following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.2. By means of t, we shall define a sequence of mappings {rn} from £ to £(«). First, we extend the order in £r°(F) lexicographically to an order in the set of normal elements of the same length. More precisely, we say [ax,...,aql< [by, ...,bq] iñax<by or ax-bx,..
.,am = bm, am + 1<bm + 1, 0<m<q.
Using this order, we can write any element of F(q)/F(q+1) as a finite product of standard elements in a unique way (Theorem 3.1). Namely, for any geF(q), g = \~li=1 gf mod F(q + 1), where ^i<g2<-<gfc and a¡ is a nonzero integer. This rule pq which to an element g of F(q) associates a finite product of standard elements FJ*-x gf will be called the standardization. If g is a normal element of F(q), then g = pq(g) mod F". Now we define rn inductively as follows: For any g e F, Tx(g) = g e F(l) = F. Suppose that rn(g) is defined for n^l.
Then we define Tn + 1(g) = Tri(g)[TpnTn(g)]'1.
Since Tn(g) = TPnTn(g) mod F(h+1), it follows that Tn + 1(g) <= F(ri+ 1). Lemma 4.4 . If g e F(n), then rT(g)=gfor r = n.
Proof. For n=l, Lemma 4.4 is trivial. Assume that Lemma 4.4 holds for n-1.
SincegeF(w) and rn_x(g)=g=l mod F(n), it follows that Tn(g) = Tn_1(g)r(l)-1
Lemma 4.5. If g e F(n) n Hn(oo) then rn + 1(g) e F(n + l) n Hn(oo).
Proof. Let pn(g) = Yligi'-Since Fin)3S, rn(g)=g, and hence, rn + 1(g) =g(TPÁg))~1-Since Tn + 1(g)eF(n + l), we only need to show that rn + 1(g) e H^oo), or equivalently, rpn(g) e Hn(oo). Now, since g e Hn(co), it follows from Lemma 3.8 that g¡ cannot be of the form: [zx, z2, z3,..., zn] , where all zx except possibly z2 are in Í2. Thus, Lemma 4.4 follows from Lemma 4.3.
5. Main Lemma. Let F be a free group with two disjoint nonempty sets of generators £2 = {xj,..., xn} and Y = {aly..., am}. Let t be a mapping from Sr°(F) to F defined as follows :
t(x<) = x¡, I = i = n, and
where/a¡6F (2) . We define an order in ¡f(F) as follows. Elements in Q. (or Y) are naturally ordered according to their indices, and any element of Q is less than any of Y. This order can be extended lexicographically to an order in the set of normal elements of the same length. See §4.
Since t satisfies (4.2), a sequence of mappings {t"} is well defined. Now, using fa., we shall define three endomorphisms v, a and </>r (r= 1) of Fas follows :
2) (ii) u(Xj) = x¡ and a(ax) = 1, (iii) <l>i = " and <f>r = our~1, for r = 2.
Consider an element w= [W, xj in F(2) . We can write w = wp2(w), where w e F(3) and p2(w)eF (2) . Since Tll(w) = Th_l(w)[TPh_xrh-x(w)]'1 and r2(w) = w, it follows by induction that
We should note that Th(w) is a finite product of the r-image of standard elements of the length<h. For convenience, we write Th(w) in the following form:
where gk¿ is a r-image of a standard element of F(k). Therefore, g%ti is a standard element of F(k).
On the other hand, since rh(w) e F(h), we see that Phrh(w) is written as where gnJ is a standard element of F(h). The purpose of this section is to determine the exponent ß(k, i) of gk_t of some particular type. Denote by ß(zx,..., zr) the exponent of the element [zx,..., zr] occurring in Th(w) or PhTh(w). Then we shall prove Lemma 5.1. • (dUi/dyy. In the left-hand side of (5.11), the coefficient of this term is (5.14) (TTW^-^^tp1)^'"''^"1'Ô n the other hand, in the right-hand side of (5.11), it is
Thus it is enough to show that these expressions coincide. Then, by a direct computation, it reduces to
Now (5.16) will be proved by induction on p+q.
In the case where p+q=l, i.e. p = l and q=0, (5.16) becomes (-l)|8(x, «¡) = (8W/8axy. This is true by Lemma 5.5. Suppose (5.16 ) holds for r+s<p+q. Then (-iy+qß(x,ui,x First, we define the order " < " in Sf(F) = Q. u Y as follows: x¡ < aUk for any /', /, k, (6.2) x¡ < Xj iff / < j, and aUk < aUm iff; < I or j = I, k < m.
We extend this order lexicographically to an order in the set of normal elements of the same length. (See § §4 and 5.) Now, t will be defined as (6.3) t(üu¡) = t,j and t(x,) = x¡.
Since t satisfies (4.2) and (5.1), {t"} also are defined. Further, v, a and </>T are defined by (5.2) . With these endomorphisms and x, we introduce another endomorphism v of F and ö as follows : (6.4) v = y~lyX and S = ay.
Then the homomorphism 6P in [6] is exactly of'1, p=l and Proof. Let 7»2 be the element representing a longitude of the second component F2 of F in the standard presentation 3PS(G). Then (6.4) p.q. \°Xx/ P-q-However, this is essentially what we have proved in [6] . To ensure it we shall follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [6] . To avoid a confusion on notation involved, it should be noted that xx, x2 in (6.7) are denoted by x, y in [6] . First, for the case p+q = 0, Theorem 6.1 is true. Now we may assume inductively that the theorem is true for (r, s)<(p, q). From the chain rule, it follows that 8x ¿-1 \8XiJ \8x} *-\8yk) 8x
Thus we see that is equal to the right-hand side of (6.1) in [6] . On the other hand, (7.1) in [6] holds.
By the induction assumption, we obtain \ D(xr, f)° A(x, y) = 0 mod A^^-^L).
Thus the same argument as was used in § §7-8 in [6] shows that we need only prove that
If in §8 in [6] we replace modulo A*([p + l,q+l]) by mod A(p + q'1\ the proof given there goes through. Thus (6.6) holds.
7. A presentation of the Chen group of L. In this section we shall find a presentation of Q(G; q) for the link group G. Lemma 7.1. Let ^o(G) = (xu atJ : tt>i, t¡) be a presentation of the link group G given in §6. Let £ = <ru, t¡). Suppose that F(q) n i? = <w1,..., w" ..., w"}, wt e F, where Wy,.. .,wr are linearly independent mod F(q+1) and wr + 1,..., wp e F(q+1). Then where z( e Sf(F) and the </>-image of any elements in W^ is standard. Let W" = Uf-i w.q.
[March We should note that if g is an insubstantial generator of F(q) then r(g) is contained in Wq. Lemma 7.2 . The set Wq is linearly independent mod F(q+l).
Proof. Since txj = axj mod F(2), Wq is in one-one correspondence to the set of insubstantial generators of F(q). Thus the lemma follows. Lemma 4.3 implies (7.2) W2,q u W3w9 c Hn(oo).
In the following, we always assume that n=2, i.e. L has only two components and we use x, y instead of xl5 x2; £ instead of £2. Now consider r2=[£, y\. Let/» be the first integer such that Tv(t2)"^ 1 modF(p+l). Such an integer p may not exist. If it exists, it is uniquely determined. Thus p will be denoted by p(G). For the sake of convenience, we say p(G) = <x> if p does not exist. Lemma 7.3 . Let A{k\L) be the first nonzero member of{Am(L)}. Then p(G) = k +1.
Consequently, p(G) = oo iff A(x, y) =0.
A proof follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 6.1. Now we define a new set Rq in F(q) as follows. For q<p(G), Rq = {rq + x(t2)} and for q>p(G)=p, R, = (Wa), x\ yu], 0 = X,pS q-p, X+p = q-p). Lemma 7.4. For q^p(G) , Rq u Wq is linearly independent mod F(q+1).
Proof. Suppose r"(t2y = U[x, y, xy, y6]Bix-y-xy-yi) mod F(p + l). Since Tp(r2)"1 mod F(p+1), some ß are not zero. Then K(/2), x\ y] = Yl[x,y,x^\y^Tx-y-xV-y)modF(q+iyrVqy.
y.i This implies the lemma. Lemma 7.5. Let g=[W, z] be an element of F(q), q^3, where We Wq-x and ze6r°(F).
Let g=g'<",,. Then r(g)=gg~1 is in Ha(oo) n F(q+l We should note that gf, g% are standard and g\<g2. Let zm be the first element in T occuring in a sequence zx,..., z", ay. Then, since r(zm) = rr>s = zm mod £(2), it follows from 3.1 that gi = g'i = [zx,xk, zy, ...,zm_!, rr,s, zm+1,..., zp, au, zp + 1,..., zq-.3]modF(q + l) and hence, gsg'^ga modF(q+l). Since g*" = (si*) ~ \?2, £=**" = ((si*)~W =g\~1g2-Therefore, r(g)=gg-1=g(g'f1g2)~1 eF(q+l). Next, we have to show that r(g) e Hn(<x>). Since g'x satisfies the assumption in Lemma 4.2, g[ e Hn(co) .
Therefore, Lemma 4.3 shows that g'2l=g'y e Ha(oo). Thus, it remains only to show that g2 and g belong to Hn(ao).
We consider two cases. Case 1. Some element in F occurs in a sequence zx,..., z"_3. Then, from Lemma 4.2 we see that g* and g% belong to Hn(<x>), and hence, both g=gt" and g2=gf are in #n(oo).
Case 2. z¡ e Í2 for all i. eF"cF(q+l)nHa(cc). Thus, we have proved that if W e W1¡q-y then r(g) e HQ(co) n F(q+l).
In the other case where We W2,q_y or W3f,-i, the exact same method is available, but the proof is much shorter, because we already know that g and g are in Ha(oo). So we shall omit the details. Lemma 7.6 . R n F(q) = (Wq, Rq, Kq}, where Kq is a certain collection of elements in Hn(co) n £(<7+1) and it will be defined in the proof.
Proof. In the case q=l, since £(1) n R = R=(tu, f¡>, Lemma 7.6 is certainly true, where Ky is empty. Suppose that Lemma 7.6 is true for r<q. First we assume that q<p(G). Since Rq and Kq are subsets of £(^ + 1), Lemma 7 .1 implies that F(q+1) n R = (Wq + x, Kq, Rqy, where Wq + 1={ [w, z] , w e Wq, z e Sf(F)}. We note that \Vq + y=> Wq + y. Take an element g = [w, z] from rVq + y-vVq + 1. Then by Lemma 7.5, r(g) 
is in 7/n(oo) n £(9+ 1). Let Kq + 1be the totality of r(g) for ge IKQ + i-rVq + 1. This will be a part of Kq + 1 sought. Since, for any standard generator f of F(q+l), fi is in Wq + 1, we see that (Wq + 1') = (Wq + y, Kq + 1). Next, take an element g from Kq. Then Lemma 4.5 shows that Tq + 2(g) e Hn(có) n F(q + 2). Let £¿'+1 denote the totality of i\j + 2(g) for g e A",. Then it is verified that <Wq + 1, Kq) = (Wq + 1, Kq\y}. Let Kq + y = Kq + 1U K^y. Then <Wq + y, Kq} = <Wq + y, Kq + 1,Kq) = (Wq + y,Kq+y}. Similarly, we can prove that (Rq, IT/Q + 1> = <7?Q + 1, Wq + 1). Thus R n f (?+l) = <rf, + 1, Ä,+1, Ä,+1>. Now consider the case where q^p(G and l^X<m.
Proof. For n=l or m=l, the lemma is obvious. Thus we assume that the lemma is true for M(m, ñ), (iñ, ñ)<(m, n). Consider sx(M(m, n)). First we should We may assume that a^O, otherwise by the induction assumption, we are done. Then Kx = (ax), since em_x(M(m-l,n))=Z.
Consider the matrix Ñ= N(m-l,n-l).
Then by the induction assumption, em_1(Ñ) = (d1n~í). Therefore, On the other hand, the integer d can be described in terms of A{k)(L). In fact, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 6. Corollary. A(x, y) = 0 iff Q(G; q^Z"-1 for any q^2.
As an application, we shall prove the following Theorem 8.2. Let L be a link with two components. Then A(x, y) = 0 iff each longitude lies in G(oo).
